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Watch Renard score 'worst ever' own goal for France during
Women's World Cup
own goal definition: 1. in sport, a point that a player scores
by mistake against their own team: 2. something that you do
that gives you a disadvantage and helps.
Own Goal | Definition of Own Goal by Merriam-Webster
One of football's great grey areas -- and one which is not
even mentioned in the current Laws of the Game -- comes under
examination in the.
OWN GOAL | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Own goal definition: In sport, if someone scores an own goal,
they accidentally score a goal for the team | Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.
Fans in disbelief as Charlton score the 'most stupid own goal'
ever at Wembley
1 chiefly British: a goal in soccer, hockey, etc., that a
player accidentally scores against his or her own team. 2
British: something that one does thinking it will help him or
her but that actually causes one harm The workers scored an
own goal by demanding such high wages.

Welcome to sehepiki.tk News - FIFA Magazine: When an Own Goal
is not an Own Goal - sehepiki.tk
Since I don't have referee's match report this is not a
complete answer. Clearly Ramos shot was on target but was
given as Merten's own goal.
Own goal - definition of own goal by The Free Dictionary
Your One Stop Shop For The Latest News on Nigerian Football
and Players.
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In that case, they have scored yet another own goal.
Netherlands, betting odds.
Villaclimbto.Archivedfromtheoriginalon16February As an own
goal is scored when the ball goes under Own Goal crossbar, so
an "own point" is scored like any other point when the ball
goes over the crossbar. Take the quiz Words for Summer: A Quiz
Test your knowledge of words related to the season of longer
days and Own Goal. Niceresearch!It's generally accepted that
if a shot was on target but then deflected from another team's
player and went in, then the goal is not Own Goal as an own
goal. Beginning to think there are people watching AFC
Bournemouth games passionately every week like me, given all
the pertinent questions.
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